We consider numerical schemes for root finding of noisy responses through generalizing the Probabilistic Bisection Algorithm (PBA) to the more practical context where the sampling distribution is unknown and location dependent. As in standard PBA, we rely on a knowledge state for the approximate posterior of the root location. To implement the corresponding Bayesian updating, we also carry out inference of oracle accuracy, namely learning the probability of the correct response. To this end we utilize batched querying in combination with a variety of frequentist and Bayesian estimators based on majority vote, as well as the underlying functional responses, if available. For guiding sampling selection we investigate both entropydirected sampling and quantile sampling. Our numerical experiments show that these strategies perform quite differently; in particular, we demonstrate the efficiency of randomized quantile sampling, which is reminiscent of Thompson sampling. Our work is motivated by the root-finding subroutine in pricing of Bermudan financial derivatives, illustrated in the last section of the article.
2:2 S. Rodriguez and M. Ludkovski context of simulation-based methods for optimal stopping; see [7] . We consider black-box simulation models, where only the inputs and outputs of a simulation model are observed, while the internal variables governing the simulation are latent. In particular, we assume a data-generating process of the form Z (x ) = h(x ) + ϵ (x ), x ∈ (0, 1); ( 1 ) where Z (x ) is the simulation output, h is a real-valued function, and ϵ (x ) is a zero-mean symmetric noise component, whose distribution depends on the sampling location x (simulation input) and is independent across evaluations. In addition, we assume that the search space is bounded, so we can scale the search region to be the interval (0, 1). Due to noise, the actual h(·) in the meta-model in Equation (1) is unknown, which leads to two fundamental paradigms for inference of x * . The first strategy is to learn h(·), i.e., to build a surrogate model and then takex =ĥ −1 (0) to be the root ofĥ(·), obtained via a standard deterministic root-finding method (say Newton's method ifĥ is also available). This converts root finding into contour estimation, i.e., learning the boundary of {x : h(x ) > 0}, using simulation optimization [2, 7, 14] . Unfortunately, a "good" representation forĥ usually does not lead to tractable models forx. For example, with a Gaussian Process (GP) model for h, the marginalĥ(x ) is Gaussian for any fixed x; however, there is no closed-form expression for the distribution ofĥ −1 (0). In fact, GPs, like most surrogate frameworks, would not lead in general to a unique root. Furthermore, the distribution ofĥ −1 (0) is strongly linked to the assumptions about the smoothness of h.
A second alternative is to model x * itself with h as a background latent object. The most widely used procedure for solving SRFP is Stochastic Approximation (SA), which resembles the Newton-Raphson deterministic scheme and sequentially evaluates Equation (1) at
x n+1 := x n − a n Z n , n = 1, 2, . . . ,
where (a n ) n ≥1 is a deterministic step sequence specified by the user. The sampling locations x n are simultaneously interpreted as point estimates of x * . Even though the SA strategy in Equation (2) guarantees that x n →x * in probability, it lacks probabilistic estimates about the respective accuracy of these point estimates, such as a confidence interval for x * . One promising Bayesian alternative that accounts for both the estimation and design component is the Probabilistic Bisection Algorithm (PBA), recently applied to solve one-dimensional SRFPs by Waeber [19] . The PBA considers x * as the realization of an absolutely continuous random variable X * ∼д 0 and generates a posterior д n (X * ) := p(X * |Y 1:n , x 1:n ),
where the oracle responses Y 1:n := (Y 1 (x 1 ), . . . , Y n (x n )) are the signs of the noisy function evaluations (Equation (1)):
This is motivated by the classical noise-free bisection search of halving the search region based on simple yes/no oracle answers. To account for noise in the oracle directions (Equation (4)), the PBA considers the probability of correct sign, p(x n ) := P (Y (x n ) = sign{x n − x * }), x n , X * ∈ (0, 1); ( 5 ) (henceforth referred as oracle specificity or accuracy), which is then used to update knowledge about X * by reweighting the current д n proportionally to p(x n ) (see appendix for the explicit updating д n formulae). The PBA strategy offers a complete probabilistic description about the root location and moreover explicitly decouples the design task of electing the next sampling location x n+1 from the construction of an estimatorx n for X * . The main hurdle for application of PBA is the requirement to know the statistical properties of the stochastic sampler: namely the oracle accuracy p(·). In a realistic context, Equation (5) is unknown and spatially varying in x n . For example, when the noise component is ϵ (x ) ∼ N(0, σ 2 (x )), then p(x ) = Φ (|h(x )|/σ (x )), where Φ(·) is the standard Gaussian CDF, and therefore knowledge of p(·) is equivalent to knowing the signal-to-noise ratio in Equation (1) . As discussed below, existing solutions in [19] and more recently in [6] have strong limitations. In this article, we provide a practically minded extension of the PBA that works for a generic one-dimensional SRFP. We maintain the Bayesian perspective by constructing knowledge states f n that proxy the posterior beliefs about X * . This is achieved through batched querying that offers a local approach to estimate p(x n ) and ultimately update f n . In particular, we propose Bayesian estimators, such as the posterior mode (Equation (18)). For the sequential design step we then link to Thompson sampling approaches, picking x n+1 based on the posterior quantiles of f n .
As a broader methodological contribution, we construct a class of generalized PBA (G-PBA) algorithms that treat generic unknown and location-dependent oracle accuracy p(·). The specific instances of G-PBA then characterize how to (P1) learn the specificity parameter p(x n ) that governs statistical oracle properties; (P2) construct a sequential design for aggregating and updating information about the root location.
To do so, we bring to SRFPs several novel links. First, emphasizing the batched sampling context, we draw upon classical pointwise estimatorsp(x n+1 ) for p(x n+1 ) to utilize them for G-PBA. To this end, we also develop the K-batch updating formula for the knowledge state f n . Second, we propose a different randomized sampling strategy that brings a new connection between Thompson sampling and SRFPs. Third, we propose a hybrid G-PBA algorithm that takes in functional responses Z (·) and uses them to construct a boosted aggregated estimator for oracle specificity. This combination offers a new way to construct an explicit posterior for the root in the classical functional-response formulation of SRFP. Our G-PBA schemes are generic and can be employed across a wide spectrum of SRFPs. In that sense, they make minimal assumptions about the underlying Equation (1) . In particular, relative to SA, G-PBA can work either with functional responses or just with sign-based oracles. To illustrate this robustness we use G-PBA to learn the critical exercise threshold in the context of Regression Monte Carlo for Optimal Stopping. In that case, the behavior of Equation (1) is highly nonstandard, in particular strongly heteroskedastic and non-Gaussian, which makes standard statistical learning procedures forĥ very sensitive [11] . In contrast, the G-PBA is rather agnostic to these challenges, not least thanks to the batching substeps that allow the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) smoothing of all statistical anomalies.
A central aim of our analysis is to investigate the many potential variants of G-PBA, in particular in relation to the much simpler PBA framework. To this end, we provide a comprehensive empirical benchmarking of numerous G-PBA schemes in multiple settings. Based on these experiments, we then offer some "take-home" discussion about G-PBA. In particular, our results confirm the intuition that there is a price to pay for being Bayesian; thus, G-PBA does underperform Stochastic Approximation in terms of the best estimates of x * . Moreover, the local learning of p(x n ) becomes asymptotically infeasible and hence the quality of the knowledge state f n eventually deteriorates. These important takeaways reveal the fundamental limitations of a local G-PBA paradigm and are further treated in the sequel [16] that implements a spatial-based learner of p(·). 
GENERALIZED PROBABILISTIC BISECTION
A complete solution to the SRFP using the PBA was provided by [20] under the key assumption of a fixed p(x ) ≡ p. Namely, Waeber et al. derived the equations for the posterior density (Equation (3)), at any stage n = 1, 2, . . . , given the history of sampling locations x n+1 and oracle responses Y 1:n , and then established that sampling at the posterior median, x n+1 := G −1 n (0.5) for all n = 1, 2, . . . , where G n (x ) := x 0 д n (u)du is the CDF of the true posterior д n evaluated at x, is an optimal policy. More precisely, they proved that this sampling rule minimizes the expected Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence for its utility function, and most importantly achieves exponential convergence for the estimatex n ≡ x n toward x * , i.e., |x n − x * | = O(e −αn ) with an explicit expression for α > 0. This justifies its name, as the PBA manages to effectively reduce the interval containing x * by α% at each stage. This result is truly impressive both given the noisy oracle replies and thanks to the simplicity of this sampling rule. Moreover, PBA exemplifies the Bayesian setup that we are seeking: x n+1 is selected based on the information summarized by д n , which also yields the point estimatex n .
Our key message is that the general case of unknown and location-dependent oracle accuracy p(·) requires a complete reimagining of the above original PBA. First, employing PBA necessitates estimating p(x n ) and leads us to investigate batched sampling schemes, introducing the batch size K as a new tuning parameter. Second, for x n close to x * we have p(x n ) 0.5, which implies that the oracle is uninformative in the neighborhood of the root. A naïve implementation of PBA leads to sampling too close to x * and is not asymptotically convergent (in the sense of the posterior collapsing to a Dirac mass at x * ). Third, when the oracle behavior is itself unknown, Bayesian updating is necessarily heuristic, and special care must be taken in constructing and propagating the knowledge state that is proxy for the true posterior of X * . Our experiments show that this behavior is very delicate and must be taken into account to obtain robust search strategies. Fourth, the PBA sampling strategy was driven by information-theoretic considerations, namely maximizing an entropy-based criterion. However, the latter computation is no longer feasible in G-PBA, except after sampling at x n+1 . Consequently, we rely on the alternative characterization of PBA as a median-sampling procedure to develop G-PBA based on quantile sampling. In particular, we show the benefit of replacing deterministic sampling criteria with picking x n+1 stochastically.
We also strongly contrast the new G-PBA class with the boosting strategy in [6] , which used a hypothesis-testing-inspired procedure to learn p(x n ) en route to learning X * . Specifically, [6] employed a Test of Power One (TPO) [18] , which relies on repeated sampling of Equation (4) to boost p(x n ) to an accuracy levelp(x n ). Such boosting is prohibitively expensive in the regime in which p(x n ) = 0.5 + δ for small δ > 0 and makes TPO impractical. Instead, we work with a fixed batch size K ≥ 1, which provides a simpler control on the amount of exploration performed by the algorithm.
As in standard PBA, we employ a sequential sampling paradigm based on a knowledge state f n . Since the true Bayesian posterior д n is no longer attainable due to unknown p(·), it is replaced with the "surrogate" f n . The knowledge state f n is updated according to the Bayes rule by using a plug-in estimate for p(x n+1 ) and is used for the dual purposes of guiding the sequential design and providing an estimatex n of X * . Note the distinction between sampling and estimation: the locations x 1:n determine the Y 1:n s but need not be identical to the estimatesx 1:n for the root X * (as is the case in SA and TPO).
Conceptually, G-PBA offers two fundamental paradigms for sequential design in SRFPs. The entropy-based sampling approach attempts to maximize a one-step information gain criterion, similar to Bayesian optimization strategies. To this end, our contribution is to develop a heuristic Expected Improvement root-finding criterion that is linked to the posterior entropy of X * rather than an h-based statistic. The resulting SRFP procedure is based on sequential monitoring of the (pseudo-) credible bands for X * . By explicitly targeting X * , we seek the most direct path to developing effective rules for x 1:n . In comparison, existing emulators for h(·) have few tools to take advantage of the root-finding structure with a unique x * . In our running example of a GP emulator, it is challenging to control the behavior of the level-set; see the ongoing efforts to build tractable monotone GP models [15] and to design EI metrics for the level-sets and graph of h(·) [1, 4] .
The second class of sampling policies stems from the median-sampling property of PBA and directly use f n to select new query locations. Namely, sampling locations are quantiles of f n , i.e.,
is the CDF of f n and q n ∈ (0, 1) are the sampling quantiles, which can be either randomized or fixed. For instance, q n ≡ 1/2 ∀n ≥ 1 corresponds to the classic PBA median-sampling strategy. At the other extreme, taking q n ∼ Unif(0, 1), which closely resembles Thompson Sampling [17] , new locations are chosen according to the current likelihood of X * .
G-PBA Algorithm
To introduce the class of G-PBA strategies in the setting of Equation (1), we first provide in Algorithm 1 a bird's-eye summary of the necessary ingredients, with details spelled out in Sections 3 and 4.
The first component of G-PBA is its use of batched sampling: repeatedly evaluating the oracle K ≥ 1 times at fixed sampling location x. This provides a point estimate,p(x ), based on the total number of positive responses observed at x:
which is then used to update knowledge from f n to f n+K . Replicates decouple the problems of learning X * and of learning p(·); they also boost the signal-to-noise ratio, which allows faster convergence at the macro-level. The resulting framework thus learns X * and p(·) in parallel. In order to implement Algorithm 1, the G-PBA must then specify:
(1) statistical procedurep(x n+1 ) for estimating p(x n+1 ) at x n+1 (2) the mechanism to update knowledge states Ψ : f n → f n+K (3) the rule η for selecting x n+1 = η( f n ) given f n All three of these steps require novel analysis and are a part of our contributions. ALGORITHM 1: Generalized PBA input: Total query budget T , batch size K, and prior distribution X * ∼f 0 on the root. Set N := T /K ; for n ← 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 do Generate next sampling point x n+1 ; Obtain the estimatep(x n+1 ) using B(x n+1 ) as in Equation (6); Update knowledge state to f n+K := Ψ ( f n , x n+1 , B(x n+1 );p(x n+1 ), K ); end return Root estimatex T ; Knowledge state f T .
Statistical Procedure for Estimating p(·).
Proper inference of p(x ) is central to the G-PBA performance. Because the oracle is "democratic," p(x ) ≥ 0.5∀x, there is a majority-vote property, whereby the estimate is based on whether more than half of the total batched responses are positive, i.e., B(x ) > K/2 . This introduces a fundamental bias, which becomes especially significant when sampling close to X * (|h(x )| is small and p(x ) 0.5).
In Section 3 we investigate three types of p-estimators: frequentist; Bayesian based on a vague prior p ∼ Unif(1, 1/2); and boosted, which aggregates oracle responses to construct a subsidiary signal whose specificity is enhanced thanks to aggregation.
Knowledge Updating Procedure. To update f n , we use the estimatedp(x ) within a knowledge state transition function
where B(x n+1 ) is given by Equation (6) . The map in Equation (7) is the analog of Bayesian updating when p(x ) is known. Note that Ψ(·) internally aggregates the K sampled replicates, maintaining maximum computational efficiency. This aspect is fully addressed in Section 3. Sampling Policies. To select the locations x n+1 at each n = 0, . . . , N − 1 we introduce two families of sequential sampling policies η. The first family of Entropy-Directed Sampling (EDS) uses an information gain function I (x, д n ; p(x ), K ) to quantify the learning rate for X * if a new batch of K queries is done at x. EDS is motivated by the optimality of standard PBA in terms of maximizing the KL divergence between д n and д n+K . As we explain in the section below, this policy is inefficient in the practical case of unknown p(x ). Namely, I must be evaluated at several candidate locations, say M ≥ 2, in order to approximate its maximizer. Under the G-PBA paradigm, this requires sampling K times at each of the M locations, subsequently disregarding k × (M − 1) queries. We recognize this computational inefficiency as a major downside but implement and analyze the empirical performance of EDS, as it nests the classic median-sampling policy in [9] for K = 1.
The second family of Quantile Sampling is motivated by the other aspect of PBA, namely of sampling at quantiles of the knowledge state. Letting F n be the CDF of f n , we therefore propose to use the quantiles of f n for selecting the next x n+1 , i.e., x n+1 := F −1 n (q), where q ∈ (0, 1). As we will see, this collection of policies enjoys nice empirical properties, while overcoming some of the shortcomings of EDS.
Another important computational adjustment that we entertain is an additional degree of randomization, which serves to (1) alleviate the issue of error accumulation arising from uncertainty in estimating p(x n ) and (2) enforce exploration of the state space in order to accelerate convergence to the true X * . Our experiments demonstrate the value of such randomized sampling policies and can be viewed as analogs of similar stochastic searches in Bayesian optimization (such as Thompson sampling [17] ). Full analysis of these designs is in Section 4.
Wall-Clock and Macro Time. Note that due to batching, G-PBA will have two different time scales: macro-iterations n = 1, . . . , N corresponding to the query locations x 1:n , where N is the total number of sampling points for a fixed batch size K, and wall-clock time, T = K × N , which counts the total number of oracle queries and hence the overall computational expense. In our G-PBA paradigm K is fixed; an alternative is to make K (x ) adaptive, for example, via a modified hypothesis testing procedure. This is the approach of the TPO-PBA in which the batch size K (x ) is an unbounded random variable that depends on Z 1 , Z 2 , . . ..
Estimating the Root X * . The final ingredient is the rulex n to construct an estimate of the root based on f n . In analogy to the classical PBA setting, in this thesis we utilize the posterior median (which we find is generally more robust than the mean, as f n is often skewed or multimodal):
x n := median( f n ).
(
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 4.1 combines the methods developed for sampling selection and updating knowledge states to obtain a collection of Generalized PBA algorithms. In particular, we mix and match the three key ingredients of our G-PBA paradigm: sampling strategy η, statistical procedure for learning p(·), and batch size K, denoted abstractly by the triple (η,p, K ), to examine their performance. Our results demonstrate that the resulting root estimatesx (K,η) n have indeed low average absolute error, as well as minimal average uncertainty. Toward this end, in Section 4.3 we numerically benchmark using several test cases: first with three synthetic examples, followed by a real-life example motivated by the optimal stopping problem presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 outlines the main results and contributions about the proposed heuristics for SRFPs and states some of the possible applications of the latter methods.
KNOWLEDGE STATES
An essential component of G-PBA is the construction of an approximated knowledge state to tackle the estimation and design subproblems inherent to SRFPs. We generalize the classical PBA update (see Lemma A.1 in appendix) to incorporate the K-batch of i.i.d. oracle responses, (Y j (x )) K j=1 , to yield an aggregated knowledge transition function from д n to д n+K that is driven by B(x ).
Theorem 3.1 (Batched Bayesian Knowledge Transition Function)
. Let д n be the current knowledge state about X * . Conditional on sampling K times at x ∈ (0, 1) with respective oracle specificity p(x ), the batched knowledge update, Ψ : д n → д n+K , is given by
with normalizing constant
Remark 1. If no prior knowledge about the root location X * is provided, then a sensible choice is a vague prior д 0 = Unif(0, 1). The latter is also computationally convenient, since Equation (7) then implies that д n+K will be piecewise constant ∀n, with discontinuities precisely at the sampled x 1:n . Therefore, storage and updating of д n+K becomes an O(n) operation in this setup.
To understand Ψ, let us define the right scaling-factor:
Then the ratio
completely specifies Ψ in Equation (9): the new posterior д n+K (u) is obtained by scaling the values of д n (u) for x ≤ u by R (K ) , and scaling д n (u) appropriately for u < x to maintain a proper probability distribution. Hence, if B(x ) > K/2 , there is favorable evidence that x * is rightward of x, and the mass of д n+K is shifted to the right of x. In the case where
, which effectively reduces the support of д n+K by placing zero mass on one of the intervals that have x as an endpoint.
Approximate Knowledge State f n . To mimic the classical PBA Bayesian updating paradigm but accounting for the estimation of unknown p(·), we introduce an approximate knowledge state, denoted f n , which follows the transition function in Equation (9) by plugging in an appropriate estimatep(x ), i.e.,
for n = 0, . . . , N − 1, and where Ψ(·;p, K ) is computed via Theorem 3.1, for fixed K and statistical procedurep. Note that because Equation (13) is necessarily an approximation, f n does not match the true posterior д n .
Estimation Procedures for p(·)
The task in this section is to perform statistical inference on the unknown oracle specificity, p(x ), needed to implement PBA, by using the batched i.i.d. responses (Y j (x )) K j=1 . The latter is done by reparameterizing p(x ) via
is the marginal probability of observing a positive sign at location x. For the remainder of the section we consider a single (macro-)iteration of the overall G-PBA, treating the sampling location x as fixed and suppressed from the notation. To estimate p we instead construct an estimator for θ and then plug into Equation (14). Frequentist Estimators. From a frequentist perspective, we recall that the Binomial proportion B/K is an UMVUE for θ since B∼Bin(K, θ ). This yields the majority proportion estimator,p, obtained by replacing θ by B/K in Equation (14):
In Appendix A.3, we show that E p [p] > p is necessarily biased high as soon as p > 1/2. Intuitively, the bias in Equation (15) is due to the possibility that the majority vote points in the wrong direction.
Bayesian Estimators. An alternative is to assign a prior for p and then construct a posterior based on the likelihood provided by the batched responses (Y j ) K j=1 . Using Equation (15) yields the respective conditional likelihood ofp as (see Appendix A.2)
where a is the ceiling function, and Bin(j; K, θ ) is the pmf of Bin(K, θ ) evaluated at j = 0, . . . , K. Assuming a vague prior p ∼ Unif(1/2, 1), we then obtain explicitly the posterior density π (p|p).
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that p has prior density π 0 (p) = 2 · 1 {p ∈[1/2,1]} . Then, for K ≥ 2, the posterior density of p conditioning on the majority proportionp = j/K is given by
Proof of Theorem 3.2 is included in Appendix A.1.
Remark 2.
Other priors (e.g., location dependent) for p can be entertained. The Uniform choice is convenient both as a vague prior and due to it matching the conjugate Beta-Binomial updates. Figure 1 shows the theoretical expected posterior density,π (p;
], obtained after averaging the posterior (Equation (17)) with respect to B(x )∼Bin(K, θ (x )) for batch size values K ∈ {50, 100, 250, 500} and locations x > x * so that p(x ) ∈ {0.5, 0.55, 0.60, 0.70}, using the test function (Equation (31)) presented in Section 4.3, where x * = 1/3. It namely shows that the posterior is unimodal around the true p(x ); furthermore, the posterior predictably tightens as K increases, locating most of the posterior mass around the true p(x )-value.
With the posterior π (·|p) in closed form, we can obtain a variety of estimatorsp L (p) by minimizing the Bayesian posterior expected loss for a given loss function L (p,p). Namely, (i) posterior mode based on L 0 (p,p) := 1 { |p−p |>ϵ,ϵ >0} (taking ϵ ↓ 0 as π (p|·) is unimodal):
(ii) posterior median based on the L 1 loss L 1 (p,p) := |p −p|: (iii) and posterior mean based on the L 2 loss L 2 (p,p) := (p −p) 2 :
Remark 3. In practice, the above estimators (Equations (18), (19) , and (20)) are computed numerically.
The above Bayes estimators depend on four different parameters: the sampling location x; realized number of positive responses at x summarized via the majority proportionp; the batch size K; and the loss function L . Whenever necessary, we denote such dependency explicitly byp L (p).
The left panel of Figure 2 shows the theoretical expected bias Bias p (p) :
corresponding to the estimators in Equations (15), (18) , (19) , and (20) , for K = 250. Note that as p ↓ 0.5, all procedures overestimate the true p, highlighting the difficulty to estimate p(x ) when x x * . Of course, this issue is mitigated as batch size K increases. The procedures that best approximate p when p 1/2 are the posterior mode,p L 0 , and the empirical majority proportionp. However, as the true p increases,p L 0 underestimates p (the bias increases), whereas the bias in the empirical majority proportion decays uniformly. Conversely, both the posterior meanp L 2 and medianp L 1 overestimate when p(x ) ↓ 1/2 and underestimate it when p(x ) ↑ 1.
Bias in Knowledge States Due to Estimating p(·).
Recall that the key component in the updating formula (Equation (9)) is given by the right-scaling factor (Equation (12)) since it condenses all information needed in order to recover f n+K given f n . Integrating against the distribution of B, we consider the averageR given byR (K ) right panel of Figure 2 shows the bias inR (K ) compared to the true R, conditional on a Uniform prior f 0 and
As p(x ) ↓ 0.5, we have R ↑ 1; in the latter setting, all schemes tend to overestimate the true right-scaling factor (the expected difference R −R is negative), meaning there is "overconfidence" that x * is located to the right of x 1 , even though in fact p(x 1 ) 1/2. In particular, the two statistical procedures that seem to best resemble the true rightscaling factor when x 1 x * are the posterior mode and the empirical majority proportion. When p(x 1 ) > 0.6, all schemes provide an accurate description of the updated knowledge state.
The knowledge state f (n+1)+K differs from the true posterior д (n+1)+K due to the substitution of the true p(x n+1 ) withp(x n+1 ). Figure 3 illustrates this effect, plotting the д (K ) n and f n+K for n ∈ {1, 2, 3} and K = 10. We start with the f 0 , д 0 ∼ Unif(0, 1) prior and query the (arbitrary) locations x 1 = 0.5, x 2 = 0.4, and x 3 = 0.2, applying the empirical proportion estimatorp for the synthetic example (Equation (31)). Note that the first two locations x 1:2 are to the right of x * = 1/3, whereas x 3 is leftward of x * .
Aggregation of Functional Responses Z (·) via Boosted Estimators
A third strategy for updating the knowledge state is to build an aggregate statistic from the i.i.d. functional responses at x n+1 . Aggregation allows boosting the specificity; in other words, instead of using the batched update Ψ(·, p, K ), we utilize a one-step update Ψ(·, P, 1) with a boosted probability of correct response P.
One such approach is to aggregate Z j 's via
i.e., to learn the direction to X * based on the sum of Z j s. By the Central Limit Theorem, the accuracy of the signal in Equation (21) is
The updated f n+K is thus computed using S K (·) via
A different aggregation of Z j s relies on hypothesis testing, specifically TPO [18] . The key idea is to use an adaptive number of replicates K α (x ) so as to boost the probability of the correct response to level p α , without explicitly estimating p(x ) [19] . (20) 23 (18) 18 (17) Results are based on 1,000 macro runs.
where (c k (α )) k ∈N is defined in terms of the distribution of ϵ (x ) and the significance parameter α ∈ (0, 1). K α is the adaptive batch size and the resulting output is the aggregated signal that is viewed as a test statistic for inference about the positivity of the drift of the random walk Table 1 shows the average hitting time E p [K α (x )] as well as its standard deviationσ K α (in parentheses) for different p(x ), α combinations. It illustrates that the expected batch size grows exponentially as p(x ) ↓ 1/2, which might be counterproductive in cases where the sampling budget is small. Indeed, instead of trying other locations, TPO will stubbornly sample the same x thousands of times.
Remark 4. It is also possible to aggregate the signed responses, e.g., using Majority Boosting
However, in our experiments this approach does not perform well when p(x ) 0.5.
SAMPLING POLICIES
Sampling is the process of selecting querying locations so that the knowledge about the root X * can be improved. In the context of the SRFP, the challenge is that sampling close to the root yields uninformative oracle responses. More specifically, since x → x * implies p(x ) ↓ 1/2, the knowledge obtained from sampling in a vicinity of x * is minimal and the updated state f n+1 will change very little relative to f n . To resolve this challenge we investigate two classes of sampling policies:
(1) Entropy-Directed Sampling. Inputs are greedily selected by optimizing the expected KL divergence between f n and f n+K for fixed batch size K (see, for example, [8] for other entropy-search related approaches). (2) Posterior Quantile Sampling. Inputs are selected based on f n -quantiles.
Below we analyze both deterministic and randomized versions of these policies.
Entropy-Directed Sampling
This sampling strategy follows the same rationale as Expected Improvement (EI) popularized in Bayesian Optimization. EI uses an acquisition function to quantify the average information gain from a new oracle query, so that the next sampling location x n+1 is chosen as the corresponding greedy maximizer. A common information-theoretic approach is to use the average KL divergence as a data acquisition function. For example, [9] used this approach to compute the expected KL divergence of the current knowledge state f n wrt the look-ahead f n+1 , conditional on sampling at a given x and a single oracle response Y (x ), in order to show the optimality of the median sampling rule in classical PBA.
In analogy to the one-step entropy maximization criterion used when д n is known, the batched expected KL divergence between д n and д n+K for a given batch amount K ≥ 1 is given by [16] : Theorem 4.1 (Batched Information Criterion). Let x ∈ (0, 1) be an arbitrary updating location. Let д 0 be a prior for the root location X * , and д n the updated knowledge state obtained after using n sampling locations. The batched information criterion of size K is given by the expected KL divergence (averaging with respect to the pdf of B(x )) between д n+K and д n , i.e.,
where the first and second expected values in Equation (25) are taken with respect to B∼Bin(K, 1−θ (x )) andB∼Bin(K, θ (x )), respectively; c n (x, B) is the normalizing constant of the updating Equation (9), and G n is the CDF of д n .
Given the acquisition function in Equation (25), the next sampling location is its greedy maximizer
x n+1 = arg max
x ∈(0,1)
I (x, f n ; p(x ), K ).
In order to implement the EDS approach in practice, two modifications are necessary:
(1) Given the batched responses, we can obtain a posteriori a plug-in version of Equation (25), I (x, f n ;p, K ), by replacing p(x ) in I by any of the estimatorsp(x ) developed in Section 3, as well as the true posterior д n by its approximation f n . (2) Maximization over x can only be done ad hoc, since computing the information gain I (x, ·)
can only be applied after querying the oracle at x. As a workaround, we carry out the optimization over a discrete set S M ( f n ) :=x (n) 1:M : one picks M ≥ 2 candidate locationsx (n) 1:M , queries the oracle K times at eachx (n) i , and finally updates f n at the maximizer:
To construct candidate sets S M ( f n ) we rely on the quantiles of f n : Deterministic EDS: The test locationsx (n) 1:M are fixed posterior quantiles of f n , i.e.,
Randomized EDS: The test locations are randomly chosen posterior quantiles of f n :
Note that at each iteration n, a total of K × M queries are made (K at eachx i ), of which only K are used to produce the actual updating to f n+K . Therefore, after N , total wall-clock time is T = N × K × M and is used to recover f T . To minimize this inefficiency, in our experiments we use M = 2, so that Equation (26) is reduced to comparing information gain at two chosen locations x (n) 1:2 .
To illustrate the acquisition function I, we use our running example: the linear test function (Equation (31)) with x * = 1/3. Starting with a Uniform prior X * ∼д 0 on (0, 1), the left panel of Figure 4 shows the knowledge state д 900 obtained after selecting n = 9 locations according to the EDS strategy (maximizing Equation (25) at each step using the true p(x )) and a batch size of K = 100. Furthermore, the right panel of the figure shows the map x → I(x, д 900 (x ), p(x ), K ) for K ∈ {1, 20, 50, 100, 250}. We observe that the form of the latter map is typically bimodal, driven by the fact that I (x * , д n , p(x * ), K ) = 0 since p(x * ) = 1/2; that is, the information gain of sampling exactly at the root location x = x * is zero. There are two local maxima located on both sides of x * , with the higher being the one with larger oracle accuracy p(·). Moreover, it can be seen that I (·, K ) increases (sublinearly) in K, and that the maximizers x (K ) 10 are relatively insensitive to the batch size.
Posterior Quantile Sampling
The message of classical PBA is that one should sample at the median of the knowledge state д n . However, this no longer holds when the p(x ) depends on the location x since p(x ) → 1/2 as x → x * . In fact, we show in our numeric examples that the performance of this policy does as bad as sampling uniformly over the input space in terms of uncertainty minimization. Intuitively, sampling at the median is not suitable since after a few iterations the median is located too close to the root and therefore minimal information gain is obtained (this was already pointed out in [19] ).
Thus, other posterior quantiles are explored, taking x n+1 = F −1 n (q n ), where F n (x ) :=
x 0 f n (u)du is the CDF of the approximated knowledge state f n . On the one hand, quantile sampling places samples where most of the posterior mass of f n is located (which after a few iterations will be concentrated around x * ), allowing one to gradually focus on the neighborhood of x * . On the other hand, quantile sampling is based solely on the knowledge state variable f n and can be used a priori without yet having an estimate of p(x n+1 ) (unlike the EDS policy in Equation (26)).
Systematic Quantile Sampling (SQS). Locations are selected by systematically iterating over M ≥ 2 posterior quantilesq 0:M −1 , fixed a priori. Then, in the nth iteration, the next design point is
We remark that the precise ordering ofq n s will affect the results of SQS. To balance the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation we look at quantiles that are away from the median q n = 0.5.
Considering the shape of I, a sensible rule is to consider the quartiles of f n , i.e.,q ∈ {0.25, 0.75}. Randomized Quantile Sampling (RQS). The next design point is a randomly chosen quantile of the posterior distribution f n :
The policy in Equation (30) can be interpreted as sampling at a location X n ∼ f n , i.e., sampling based on the posterior distribution of X * .
Batch Size K
An essential tuning parameter in Algorithm 1 is the batch size K ≥ 1 to learn p(x ) at each x. Recall that the total number of learning iterations is N := T /K . Therefore, for a fixed budget T , the batch size K controls the balance between the learning of X * and p(·). When K is small (and thus N large), the algorithm is exploring many sampling locations to learn X * . When K is large, the algorithm exploits the oracle in order to estimate p(x ) locally with high accuracy. As a result, for large values of K the estimatedp(x 1:n ) is likely to be close to p(x 1:n ) and f N resembles the true posterior д N . Consequently, the probabilistic representation about X * would be excellent (measured, for instance, in terms of the f n -coverage). However, this would come at the cost of sampling at very few sampling locations x 1:N , and the resulting limited knowledge about X * would lead to larger residuals |x N − X * |. In contrast, for K small, the estimatedp(x 1:n ) is biased and f n will significantly differ from the true posterior д n . In our numerical examples, we observe that moderately large K ∈ [100, 500] are necessary to obtain a reasonable f N ; otherwise, the bias accumulates quickly, causing f n to collapse to regions where X * may not be located.
EMPIRICAL PERFORMANCE OF G-PBA
We proceed to present a series of numerical results in order to empirically assess the performance of the G-PBA algorithms introduced above. In analogy to [19] , we implement the following two test functions defined for x ∈ (0, 1):
(1) The linear function
(2) The exponential function
Equation (31) corresponds to a simple function where most of the stochastic root-finding procedures should work well, since its slope is constant and significantly different from zero in locations close to the root X * . The curvature of Equation (32) creates an asymmetry in sampling: a measurement leftward of X * yields a correct response with higher probability relative to a measurement to the right of the root. Consequently, f n is expected to be skewed. In all cases the noise term is assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian, ϵ (x ) ∼ N(0, σ 2 i (x )), implying that the function evaluations Z (x ) in Equation (1) are normal random variables with mean E[Z (x )] = h i (x ) and variance V ar (Z (x )) = σ 2 i (x ). Remark 5. We also applied our G-PBA to the cubic function h 3 (x ) = (x * − x ) 3 with noise variance σ 3 (x ) = 0.025 for all x ∈ (0, 1). As mentioned in [19] , this example represents a difficult rootfinding setting due to h 3 (X * ) = 0, which implies that p(x ) 1/2 for x in the vicinity of X * . We omit the empirical assessment of this function as the performance of G-PBA does not seem to minimize absolute residuals when using a fixed batch size.
G-PBA Parameter Configuration
To assess algorithm performance, we mix and match the three components that the user must pick: (1) sampling policy η, (2) estimation methodp for p(·), and (3) batch size K as follows:
(1) Sampling policies η:
• Deterministic EDS (Det-EDS): learns the batched information criterion (Equation (26)) at M = 2 test locationsx 1:M = (F −1 n (0.25), F −1 n (0.75)) (i.e., at the 25th and 75th quantiles x i of f n ) and chooses greedily the point x n+1 at which I (x i ; f n ,p(x i ), K ) is maximal • The empirical majority proportionp from Equation (15) • The posterior modep L 0 (Equation (18)), posterior medianp L 1 (Equation (19) ), and posterior meanp L 2 (Equation (20)) • The boosted estimator P S (ĥ K ,σ K ) that aggregates functional responses (Equation (22)) (3) Batch size K: For the local estimation procedures specified above, the batch size remains fixed at K ∈ {100, 250}
In summary, the G-PBA space (η,p, a) consists of four sampling policies η, five estimation methods forp, and two batch sizes K, for a total of 4 × 5 × 2 = 40 comparisons.
Performance Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the quality of the approximated knowledge state f T (in wall-clock time) for fixed (η,p, K ) specified in Section 5.1, the following three performance metrics are used:
(1) Absolute residuals: to determine the accuracy of the estimatorx T := median( f T ) we consider the L 1 -residuals:
(2) Credible intervals: to evaluate the degree of uncertainty associated with the unknown root location X * via the length of a symmetric (1 − α )% credible interval (CI) between the α/2 and (1 − α/2) percentiles of f T :
(3) Coverage: to measure the accuracy of the above CI defined as
where the averaging in Pr {·} is across MC runs of the algorithm. If
, the coverage test indicates that f T prematurely collapses or equivalently overstates its confidence about X * . Namely, small CI length l K,1−α relative to residuals r will lead to low coverage c. For both the coverage and the length of the credible interval we use α = 0.05.
Benchmark Stochastic Root-Finding Methods
Finally, we also compare G-PBA to two other stochastic root-finding procedures:
• PBA with Test-of-Power (TPO): the TPO policy that follows the classical PBA sampling strategy, i.e., x n+1 = F −1 n (1/2), and performs a random number of oracle calls K α (x n+1 ) based on Equation (24). In order to compute the curved boundary c (α ) for the numeric examples we present, we plug in the true oracle sample variance σ 2 i (x ) and truncate sampling if it does not terminate by final clock-time T :K (x ) := min{T − n−1 j=1 K α (x j ), K α (x )} with the resulting Z -based estimator P SK (ĥK (x ),σK (x )). We consider two boosting levels α ∈ {0.05, 0.4}. • Stochastic Approximation: After T function evaluations, the estimated root is given bŷ using the actual functional responses Z (·). We implement SA updates with x SA 0 = 0.5 and a i := c i /(i + N 0 ) b , c i ≡ 1, N 0 ≡ 0, and b = 1 for all i = 1, . . . ,T (see [13] for details about the tuning sequence a i ). Due to the nature of the SA algorithm, we only provide a comparison of absolute residuals with respect to our G-PBA method, but no uncertainty quantification (i.e., no coverage and length of CI quantification).
Results
Performance metrics (Equation (34), (35), and (33)) are estimated using a total of MC = 100 Monte Carlo macro-iterations for each combination in (η,p, K ), and a total number of simulation outputs T = 1, 2, . . . , 10 3 . In order to make all methods comparable, we fix X * (i ) ∼Unif(0, 1) so each estimation scheme is applied using the same root value X * (i ) during the ith MC iteration, i = 1, . . . , MC. We use the linear test function in Equation (31) as our running example to illustrate the empirical performance of the G-PBA. The results for the exponential function in Equation (32) are presented in Appendix A.2. Figure 5 compares the performance of different (η,p, K ) schemes as a function of wall-clock budget T . In terms of estimating p(·), the best method is unsurprisingly the CLT approximation P S K (ĥ K ,σ K ) (magenta line), which directly leverages the functional responses Z (·). This quantifies the intuition that Z s carry more information than the sign-based oracle responses in Equation (4) . As a consequence, using P S K leads to lower residuals. In terms of the sampling strategies, the RQS performs best for minimizing residuals across all proceduresp and especially at early stages of T . Figure 5 also indicates that the learning rate of the sampling schemes changes over iterations: the randomized methods yield a more rapid reduction in absolute residuals for T small, while the systematic methods enjoy a better asymptotic improvement. In all cases, learning is subexponential (i.e., sublinear on the log-scale), which occurs due to p(x ) 0.5 around the root, which necessarily slows down information gains. Indeed, exponential convergence is only feasible when p(·) is bounded away from 1/2.
We observe that all combinations of (η,p, K ) eventually have poor coverage as T grows. This indicates that f T prematurely collapses due to "overconfidence" induced by the bias inp; cf. Section 3.1.1. Indeed, Figure 5 suggests that the CI of f T decreases linearly in T , which is inconsistent with the above slow learning rate of X * . We observe that the Rand-EDS method is best able to suppress this. While coverage metrics for EDS methods are also higher, primarily due to the fact that they use fewer macro-iterations (since N EDS = T /(K · M )) and hence are less affected by the bias, this effect is not practically useful since the EDS methods also have much wider CIs. Another way to mitigate poor coverage is via a larger batch size K.
In sum, we document that the inherent difficulty of learning p(x ) close to x * remains a major challenge and effectively requires increasingly large K (x n ) as n grows, like in the TPO scheme. Practically, we recommend that G-PBA should only be used for moderate T . One rule of thumb is to monitor the CI implied by f n and terminate the algorithm once its length becomes too small (e.g., below 0.01). In the example below, it would make sense to terminate the algorithm for T 5 · 10 3 , which would keep coverage reasonably close to its nominal value for the better-performing schemes. Other approaches, left for future research, are to select adaptive K (x ) or to leverage the fact that x n+1 x n x * as n grows to improve the estimation of p(x n+1 ). Table 2 lists the estimated performance metrics evaluated at T = 5 × 10 3 , applied to our running example h 1 . We take a snapshot of the algorithms at this T , for at this T we have high estimated coverage probability across all combinations. Noticeably, the table illustrates the effect of the batch size K on learning the root. Notice that for K = 100, we have that the average L 1 residuals and length of the 95% CI are lower than the ones obtained with K = 250 across all sampling policies and estimation methods. However, the probability coverage for K = 100 is significantly below 95% (in some cases even below 50%), indicating that the posterior mass of the approximated knowledge state is collapsing to regions where the root is not located, primarily driven by the high bias inp due to using a small K. In contrast, for K = 250 the average absolute residuals are boundedr η K ( f T ) < 0.009 across all η andp, which are reasonably small for a finite budget. Moreover, as mentioned above, the coverage probability is maximized using the boosted estimator P S in combination with the RQS policy. Among B-based methods, the best choice is the posterior modep L 0 . This estimator maintains a good balance between uncertainty reduction, low absolute residuals, and high coverage. Recall that this procedure was shown to be conservative in overestimating p(x ) and hence better in controlling the bias in the updating of f n ; cf. Section 3.1.1. This is important in the latter stages as p(x n ) 1/2.
Finally, we also show the performance of our two baseline methods TPO-PBA and SA. TPO-PBA leads to very large batch sizes, and in this case study used just N = 6 and N = 9 (median) sampling locations with α = 0.05 and α = 0.40, respectively. As a result, TPO-PBA is not able to learn X * , leading to residuals as well as the CI length that are significantly larger in comparison to our G-PBA policies. As expected, SA produces the best point estimate in terms of residual minimization, but there is no uncertainty quantification (in terms of a CI) of the corresponding estimate. Each of the four sampling policies η is implemented using all estimation schemes for p (·) with a batch size K ∈{100, 250}. We also include TPO with adaptive K α and α ∈{0.05, 0.4}, and SA with a fixed batch size of K = 1. The best combinations in terms of coverage maximization, residuals and uncertainty minimization appear in boldface. Table 4 in Appendix A.2 provides performance evaluation metrics for h 2 after T = 5 × 10 3 wall-clock iterations. Among sampling policies, RQS works best. As before, the functional response estimator P S K (ĥ K ,σ K ) yields the lowest estimation error and highest coverage. This confirms the value of using as much information from the oracle as possible. Due to the more difficult setting, a larger batch size K = 250 is needed. Table 4 also confirms the complete failure of PBA when K is too small (K = 100) whereby f T collapses, severely underestimating posterior uncertainty and leading to zero coverage. If only the response sign (Equation (4)) is used to learn X * , then there is no clear "winner" among the proposed methods. The EDS policies are less accurate (higherr ) but produce higher coverage. The empiricalp and posterior medianp L 1 estimators are best for maximizing accuracy, while the posterior modep L 0 is best for maximizing coverage. This is consistent with previous discussion that the latter minimizes bias in learning p(x ) 1/2 and so is a more "conservative" approach that slows down error propagation in f n .
Sensitivity Analysis for the Exponential Test Function.
We observe that in a more challenging setting, all methods suffer from model mis-specification, which causes f T to deviate from the true posterior and leads to poor statistical coverage. This premature posterior collapse ranges from extremely severe (r l so the residuals are much larger ALGORITHM 2: Generalized PBA (parameter specification) input: Set total query budget T 0 , batch size K, prior f 0 ≡ Unif(0,1) on the root, and minimum length of 95% CI, l 0 = 0.01; Setl than the estimated uncertainty about X * ) to moderate (coverageĉ 0.95 ∈ [0.5, 0.8]). It is present also for the TPO-PBA approach, which is supposed to control estimation error forp but relies on the assumption of Gaussian noise. Thus, it remains an open problem to find an approach that would guarantee asymptotic consistency, or at least heuristically match the preset coverage levels. For now, our results confirm the strong sensitivity of PBA to properly estimating oracle properties and the discrepancy between the generally good root estimates (low residuals) and the mediocre quantification of root uncertainty. Algorithm 2 condenses the findings in the section above and gives the user a final recipe in order to implement the G-PBA in practice.
CASE STUDY: ROOT FINDING FOR OPTIMAL STOPPING
Let us briefly recall a generic discrete-time optimal stopping problem on a finite horizon. Let X ≡ X 1:T be a real-valued Markov process generating an information filtration G = σ (X 1:t ). Set S to be the collection of all G-stopping times smaller than some given horizonT < ∞, and H (t, x ) the (bounded) reward function for stopping at time t = 0, 1, . . . ,T . The Optimal Stopping Problem (OSP) consists of maximizing the expected reward H (τ , X τ ) over τ ∈ S. Toward solving the OSP, define the value functionV (t, x ) := sup τ ≥t,τ ∈S E [H (τ , X τ )|X t = x] for any 0 ≤ t ≤T . Standard dynamic programming arguments imply that V (t, x ) = H (t, x ) + max{h(x; t ), 0}, where the function
is the timing value. It follows that the stopping decision at a given (t, x ) is equivalent to comparing V (t, x ) and H (t, x ):
Thus, it is optimal to stop immediately if and only if the conditional expectation of tomorrow's reward-to-go is less than the immediate reward. Frequently, a priori structure implies that the stopping set S t above is a half-line; i.e., h(·; t ) has a unique root x * . Consequently, solving the OSP at stage t is equivalent to a root-finding problem for h(·; t ).
A stochastic simulation approach (known in the literature as the Longstaff-Schwartz paradigm) recursively builds noisy simulators for h(t, x ) over t =T − 1,T − 2, . . .. This is obtained by generating forward paths x t :T of the state process and computing corresponding path-wise stopping times τ ≡ τ (t + 1, x t :T ) (which rely on S t +1:T and hence are recursively known). The realization z t (x t ) := H (τ , x τ ) − H (t, x t ) is the pathwise timing value, i.e., difference between future and immediate reward over the given trajectory. By construction, E[Z t (x t )] = h(x t ; t ), which matches the structure of the oracle (Equation (1) ). The random component ϵ (x; t ) arises intrinsically from the randomness in the trajectory x t :T . Therefore, the PBA approach offers a novel algorithm to solve one-dimensional optimal stopping problems. Notably, it essentially bypasses standard valuefunction approximation methods and allows one to directly quantify the accuracy of estimated policy S t = [0,x].
As an illustration, we revisit the popular example of a Bermudan Put option within a discretized Black-Scholes model: the reward function is H (t, x ) := e −r t (K Put − x ) + , (X t ) is a log-normal random walk, and r is the interest rate. It is well known that there is a unique exercise boundary x * (t ) ≤ K Put , and one should exercise as soon as X drops below this boundary:
For the numeric example below we take the parameters K Put = 40, r = 0.06,T = 1 and restrict to the domain (25, 40) (which is based on some mild domain knowledge, as very low stock prices are known to definitely trigger exercise). Thus, we consider the following oracle (with t fixed):
x ∈ [25, 40];
where the latent function h(·; t ) is the timing value and x is the stock price at date t. The left panel of Figure 6 shows an estimateĥ(·; t ) of Equation (36), as well as the distribution of ϵ (·; t ). The plot was obtained by fitting an offline smoothing spline model to 500 pointwise estimatesĥ(x i ; t ) (equidistant in (25, 40)), each obtained from K = 20,000 oracle calls, i.e., a total of T = 10 7 function evaluations. A deterministic root-finding procedure (Newton-Raphson) was run to estimate x * 35.1249 (vertical dashed line) based on the latterĥ. This estimate of the root is used as the ground truth in the sequel, although notably it comes without any standard error, being based on a point estimate of h(·; t ).
In this case study, Equation (37) violates the basic PBA assumption of a symmetric noise distribution. Instead, Figure 6 demonstrates that ϵ (x ) is right-skewed and heavy-tailed. In particular, p(x * ) < 0.5; see the right panel of the figure. Because PBA in fact searches for the point x * med such that p(x * med ) = 0.5, direct use of Equation (37) will return the root x * med of the median q 0.50 Z (x ) :=F −1 Z (0.50; x ) (black line in the figure) rather than the root x * . To resolve this, we use a preaveraging procedure that considers the sign of an average of a > 1 oracle evaluations: (x ) . Note that preaveraging is not needed for functional response aggregation.
The effect of the pre-averging value a is twofold. First, it alleviates the skewness of the stochastic noise term ϵ (x ). To see this, the right panel of Figure 6 shows the map x → p Put a (x ) for a range of a's and x ∈ (25, 40). We observe that for a ∈ {25, 50} the PBA assumptions are satisfied: p Put a (x ) > 1/2 for all x x * and p Put a (x * ) 1/2, which implies that the distribution of the stochastic noise term ϵ (x ) is non-skewed. In contrast, for a ≤ 10 there is still the problem that x * med is far from x * , which is due to the prevalence of skeweness in the distribution of ϵ (x ). Second, pre-averaging also has the side effect of boosting the signal-to-noise ratio.
Overall, the choice of the pre-averaging values a is governed by the above aim of making ϵ symmetric, as well as the trade-off between sampling many locations to find x * vis-a-vis proper probabilistic updating of f n . Our analysis suggests to take a as small as feasible and keep K relatively large. Lastly, since our earlier analysis assumed a decreasing response, the sign of Z Put (x ) is flipped in the sequel.
G-PBA for Optimal Stopping
We implement the G-PBA as described in Algorithm 2. For comparison we include all policies η but only the two statistical proceduresp, which resulted in better performance. In particular, we employ the posterior mode estimatorp L 0 using the preaveraged simulator (Equation (38)) with a = 25 (smallest preaveraging value that controls for skewness) and K ∈ {1,000, 2,000}, as well as the Z -based P S (ĥ,σ ) with a = 1 and K ∈ {1,000, 2,000}. Table 3 shows the performance statistics (Equations (33), (34), and (35)) after T = 20,000 (as the threshold l 0 = 0.01 for the length of the 95% CI was not reached by any of the proposed methods) wall-clock iterations based on 1,000 MC macro-replications.
Due to the nonstandard noise component and very low signal-to-noise ratio, this is a difficult root-finding problem, comparable to test case h 3 ; in particular, the simulation budget T = 20,000 is quite low. Table 3 conveys two main findings. First, we see that the Q-policies perform notably better than the EDS-based policies, although their coverage is a bit worse. This can be interpreted as a preference for exploration, i.e., better performance when the number of sampling locations N is larger. It is also observed in the better results for K = 1,000 vis-a-vis K = 2,000 (however, we found that K = 500 performs noticeably worse). Second, we continue to observe dramatic improvement from using functional responses (P S K ) relative to the signed responses (p-estimators). In this example this effect is amplified since to estimatep we must first preaverage the Y -values, which lowers the quality of estimation since B Put (x n ) can only use K/a replicates at x n ; in turn, functional aggregation can directly utilize all of the K queries.
We do not observe significant differences among various procedures to obtainp or between the randomized and systematic sampling. The best overall method is the RQS policy with P S K estimator and K = 1,000 (so N = 20 updating rounds for f N ), which gives an average absolute error of 0.17 with a credible interval of 0.83. Figure 7 shows the empirical distribution of the sampling locations x (K,η) 1:n across sampling policies η (rows) combined withp L 0 using K = 1,000. As expected, at later stages all policies sample close to the root x * (dotted horizontal line). At the same time, there is a significant difference between systematic and randomized schemes early on when n is small. The two deterministic policies (Equations (27) and (29)) sample at locations that are relatively far from the root x * at early stages but then begin to sample very close. This is confirmed by the heavy tails at both extremes of the distribution of x (K,η) n . Note the slower convergence of the average estimated rootx (K,η) n (solid line) to the actual root x * (dotted line). In contrast, the randomized policies (Equations (28) and (30)) sample close to x * already for small n but have larger spread (i.e., more exploration) throughout the iterations. The latter is conducive to quickly reducing absolute residuals after a few samples. We also observe that the quantile-based policies have lower variability in f N partly due to utilizing more locations to learn X * (while the EDS strategies discard half their data). Within the former, we see that the RQS policy (Equation (30)) appears to perform best. Relative to other strategies, SQS displays a nearly deterministic pattern of sampling locations; i.e., it is minimally adaptive to the observations Y k and produces a very distinct oscillating "bracketing" sequence of x 1:n across different runs. This systematic approach lowers variance ofx N but also tends to affect accuracy.
Sampling Locations.
Finally, we observe that the RQS and SQS policies that only rely on the knowledge state variable f n behave similarly to their EDS analogs Rand-EDS and Det-EDS in terms of which locations are sampled and how quickly the estimated root converges to the true root location. Table 2 also shows that the TPO approach has large absolute residuals relative to other policies, due to employing very few design points as the TPO tends to sample close to the root and the number of oracle calls k α increases dramatically.
CONCLUSION
We developed a family of numerical schemes that generalize probabilistic bisection to the setting where oracle accuracy is unknown and location dependent. Two takeaways are the advantage of quantile sampling against Expected Improvement approaches and the emphasis on reliably estimating p(·). For the former, we note that selecting locations according to f n minimizes the need to know p(·) during the design construction and hence makes more efficient use of oracle queries. We also observe that randomized sampling (mimicking the successes of Thompson sampling in other learning contexts) is an efficient heuristic for balancing the exploration/exploitation tradeoff and improves the learning rate in the early stages by better exploring the posterior of X * .
As discussed, a good estimate of p(x ) is invaluable in every step of G-PBA, from updating the knowledge state to evaluating information gain. One implication is the critical role of batched sampling, which in particular calls for surprisingly large batch sizes K. We also document in our experiments the significant advantage in using functional responses (via functional aggregation) relative to utilizing just the signs of the responses. Otherwise, empirical majority proportion and a conservative Bayes-likep L 0 are good choices.
Note that all the proposed estimators were constructed locally at a fixed x n and did not use information from previous locations x 1:n−1 . This limitation is especially true with the EDS policy, which requires sampling several candidate locations in order to approximate the maximizer of the expected KL divergence. At the same time, this localization also makes minimal assumptions about the oracle and p(·). A structured extension is to impose smoothness assumptions on p(·) and construct a spatial surrogate model incorporating the knowledge acquired at previous x 1:n . In the companion paper [16] , we propose to construct a spatial meta-model, regressing the observed (batched) responsesp(x 1:n ) on x 1:n . We show that such a blend of a regression-type paradigm with G-PBA improves the accuracy of root estimation. Namely, absolute residuals decay faster and probability coverage is improved relative to local G-PBA above.
A APPENDIX

A.1 Additional Results and Proofs
Lemma A.1 (Updating Formula for Posterior Density of the Root Location X * ). [20] Let x ∈ (0, 1), G n be the CDF of д n and p(x ) as in Equation (5) 
otherwise, for all n = 0, 1, . . .. Theorem 3.1. We will show that the updating Equation (9) holds for any K ∈ N via mathematical induction. To do so, let x be a fixed sampling location in the support of д n , B ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K } be the total number of observed positive signs after querying the oracle K ≥ 1 times at x, and Y j ∈ {−1, +1} be the jth oracle response observed at x for j = 1, . . . , a (dropping the dependency on x and K in B and the Y j s). Re-expressing the knowledge transition function (Equation (9)) using indicator functions as (and disregarding the normalizing constant c n (x ) in Equation (10)):
with p ≡ p(x ), we will prove that Equation (9) holds for any K and fixed n. For a = 1 we have {B = 1} = {Y 1 = +1} and {B = 0} = {Y 1 = −1} and Equation (9) corresponds to the updating in Equation (41) . We now concentrate on the case u > x and inductively suppose Equation (9) holds for K; we now establish it for K + 1:
=: (A 1 + A 2 )д n (u).
We now have
Similarly, we obtain A 2 = K +1 j=0 p j (1 − p) (K +1)−j 1 {B=j,Y K +1 =−1} , which implies that
Analogous argument works for u < x.
Lemma A.2 (Likelihood Function of the Majority Proportion Estimator). Let x be a fixed sampling location at which the oracle is queried K ≥ 2 times and B K be the number of positive values observed in the random sample (Y j (x )) K j=1 . Then, the likelihood function of the majority proportion estimator,p(B K ) := max{B K /K, 1 − B K /K }, in p is given by Equation (16) .
Proof. Given B K ∼ Bin(K, θ (x )) and θ (x ) := P (Y (x ) = +1) = p(x )1 {x * ≤x } + (1 − p(x ))1 {x * >x } for x ∈ (0, 1), we have P p (p(B K ) = j/K ) := P p (max{B K /K, 1 − B K /K } = j/K ) = P θ (B K = j) + P θ (B K = K − j) = K j (θ ) j (1 − θ ) K −j + K K − j (θ ) K −j (1 − θ ) j , ∀j = 0, 1, . . . , K/2 − 1; 
A.2 Empirical Results for the Exponential Test Function
